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THE CHALLENGE

RESULTS

It is well known that metal, and therefore aluminum,
is infinitely recyclable. With more than 75% of all
aluminum ever produced still in circulation1, this
substrate rivals its counterparts when it comes to
recycling. In packaging, the substrate has also seen
significant improvements in light-weighting as
innovations and technologies are produced to allow
companies like Trivium Packaging to include postconsumer and pre-consumer recycled materials into
the production of new aluminum products, using
up to 25% recycled content. Proprietary blends of
this mixture allow Trivium’s products to maintain
the integrity and strength of the packaging without
compromise to the liners and coatings required for the
products they hold.
The story of sustainability for metal has a strong
foundation in its ability to be infinitely recyclable and
in its recycling rates. It also continues to make advances
in the areas of weight, reducing carbon footprints and
other costs associated with shipping. But, this wasn’t
enough for Trivium Packaging, which strives to push
the envelope in improving sustainable processes and
outcomes. In this case, Trivium sought to decrease
carbon footprint and shipping pure aluminum into
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Cumulative CO2 saved: 42,611 tons
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their Argentina plant.

SOLUTION
The solution came in partnership with Aluar, a company
that produces liquid aluminum with 60% green
energy. Trivium’s plant was built adjoining Aluar’s
manufacturing facility at Chubut, Argentina Province,
so that Trivium could receive the pure aluminum they
purchase from Aluar directly. This one-of-a-kind process
eliminates solidifying the liquid aluminum into ingots
before transport and the re-melting of aluminum for
the creation of new aluminum packaging. Instead, the
process allows Trivium to receive the liquid aluminum
in its true form, significantly reducing carbon emissions
and saving energy while also improving efficiencies
for Trivium’s teams, who can immediately add their
proprietary blends to the pure liquid aluminum, creating
products that use up to 25% recycled content.
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Greenhouse gas
emissions from

105,732,010

miles driven by an average
passenger vehicle

CO2 emissions from

5,434,147,985

smartphones charged

Greenhouse gas emissions
avoided by

1,813,037

trash bags of waste recycled
instead of landfilled

Carbon sequestered by

704,565

tree seedlings grown for 10 years

https://www.aluminum.org/industries/production/recycling
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator, March 2021
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Learn more by going to TriviumPackaging.com or email us at
ContactUs@TriviumPackaging.com for more details on what
our packaging can do for you.
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